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The One Who Wrote Destiny by Nikesh Shukla — gorgeously entertaining
A deﬁant novel spanning three generations of a British-Asian family
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It’s not only because my dad was from Keighley that I am attracted to this novel. It’s also that
Keighley has never featured in any novel I have come across (apart from those of the Brontë sisters,
who lived nearby), and especially not in conjunction with Kenya and Harrow. A low-set industrial
town close to the Yorkshire Dales, this is where Mukesh Jani, an Indian Kenyan looking for the big
time, ends up in 1966, instead of in London, where he had hoped to do a degree and link up with
his juggler friend Sailesh. All he finds in Keighley, though, is loneliness, bad weather and racism;
and yet in the midst of these, love.
In this, his third novel, the literary activist and editor of The Good Immigrant Nikesh Shukla
covers similar ground to that of some of his previous writing on British South Asian experiences:
chai tea actually means “tea tea”, naan bread means “bread bread”, the “burden of immigrants” to
be good (win talent shows, be successful at sports) as opposed to bad (benefit-scrounging, jobstealing). But the narrative context in which he makes these assertions is utterly unique. Here we
have three generations of a family that migrates from Kenya to England and, in part, back again,
afflicted by terrible tragedy brought on both by destiny and the catastrophe of race.
In Keighley, at the time of Diwali, Mukesh meets Nisha, another “desi” (in this case, slang for
fellow Indian), who ropes him into playing Rama in a festive performance she is staging for the
local Gujarati community. There is a quite hilarious scene where Mukesh is upstaged by a more
manly Rama who claims to be Nisha’s boyfriend. The comedy takes a dark twist, though, when the
hall they’re using for the show is targeted by a group of “wog”-chanting thugs from a sinister
collective called the “League of Empire Loyalists”. Mukesh’s heroism ultimately wins him Nisha,
but the impact of what he calls “the attack” continue to afflict his family for decades.

Nisha’s father, it emerges near the beginning of the novel, is eventually murdered by similarlyminded thugs at a bus stop in Wembley, and his wife Ba, many years later back in Kenya, brokenhearted and irreparable, worries for her grandchildren’s safety. “My grandchildren live amongst
these white men now, and I worry that nothing has changed and their bodies are close to a similar
fate.”
She is speaking of non-identical twins Neha and Rakesh, whose lives take up two of the novel’s four
sections. Neha is a wry, humourless computer hardware designer who is dying of cancer, and
Rakesh a struggling comedian. Their lives are marred by a subtler, “invisible” racism, by
“microaggressions”, destabilising their sense of belonging in this “green and unpleasant land”.

The cross-generational relationships within this family are handled by Shukla with precise, expert
observation and relentlessly comedic warmth. To Rakesh, or “Raks”, his father is no Rama, but an
old, shuffling irritation. When Rakesh is racially abused during one of his stand-up routines, his
father jumps to his defence, earning the twitter hashtag “#rakspops” when the clip goes viral.
“Colonialism was silly,” he thinks to himself while watching his son on stage during the show:
probably one of the funniest and truest moments in the novel.
This tension between comedy and grave seriousness manifests also in some fine description.
Shukla does not hold back in allowing his characters’ perceptions of white people to be fully voiced:
“skin like plucked chickens”, “their furry white chests and moustaches, their hats and their beige
clothes”. It is a homogeneity of vision that applies both ways as a direct result of colonialism. While
Ba’s husband is being beaten to death, she is shouting, “I am a person. I am a person”, highlighting
the power of this enduring problem in our society to negate individuality and humanity.
Running throughout is a bold and lively tampering with the traditional assumptions of the English
language — there are no italics here, the rotlis and the dhotis and the parathas do not announce

themselves as foreign, but as part and parcel of British culture and experience. The overall tone of
the writing is one of defiance. Intelligent, devastating and gorgeously entertaining, this is a novel
that expresses its anger with just the right level of fun. It made me laugh and cry, which is no small
feat, and I will remember Mukesh for ever. “You’re British, Rakesh Jani,” he tells his son in the
pub. “You are a British man, and it is your right to be here. If anyone disagrees, punch them in the
face.”
The One Who Wrote Destiny, Nikesh Shukla, Atlantic Books, RRP£14.99, 368 pages
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